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Two in one: Trip to the dam Drahovce – we learnt about the dam, the lake Sĺňava,  

its function, the bird‘s island,  



We went there by bicycles – the most ecological means of transport  



•  Pupils made projects in Word or  

        Power point about the lake    

       Sĺňava – its history, function,  

        sports opportunities, animals,  

      birds,... and the poster. 



The days of health prepared by the High School of Gardening. Children could taste 

different spreads, fruit pies and natural apple juice and see the greenhouse 



Science lesson in the nature: how the ecosystem works, animals at night, painting with 

natural materials - team-work with the foresters 



Lecture about the animals living in the forest with the exhibition of hunters‘ trophies ... 



...was connected with shooting with the real gun on the target 



The international year of forests 2011 - 
learning about the nature is the best with the real samples 



Art lesson – children made their own trees using  materials from  
the nature 



We protect the environment by recycling the paper  - products that are made from wood. 

Right down is „the artificial snow“ used in films  



The collection of seeds, needles, leaves and fruits of coniferous and needle trees –  

projects of young pupils 



Learning in the forest about the forest, tourist signs, mushrooms, trees ... 



...brings a lot of joy and knowledge 



A new project: There are still many things in the nature that we can admire and protect 



And here is the project 



Trees around the school – project of the fifth graders 



Trees and bushes around the school – the most common trees growing here with  

description of leaves (needles) and fruits  



Discussion with Ing. M. Tulák, the director of the Association of Slovak Consumers (ZSS)  

  

We got tel. number and e-mail address in the case of 

problems 



Second project meeting was from 9th to 11th November 2011 in Portugal 

 



We visited CENTRO INTERPRETATIVO DE S. LOURENCO, children could see, 

touch, try... 



 

Centro Educacáo ambiental – Centre for environment education 

in Esposende is modern, well equipped, providing interesting programmes for people of all age 

cathegories 

 



Our hosts prepared beautiful programme for us and the partners  

from Spain – we had a great time  



Playing together, competing together, dancing together, eating together –  

it was difficult to say goodbye 



Thanks to good cooperation with the foresters from Moravany village the pupils got  

a pine tree 



...that they decorated with decorations made of natural materials and dried fruit 



The concert of the family Hlbocký: Christmas carols, connected with Christmas 

customs, wishes, traditional musical instruments ... 



Excursion to the wastewater treatment plant that is next to the river Váh 



Texts under the photos from the wastewater treatment plant tell us  

how the water is beeing cleaned 



Some more projects about Wastewater treatment plant and global ecology problems have 

been done by the pupils. 



Art lesson - How to make snowmen from plastic bottles and the paper 



Creative workshop - pupils learnt how to decorate gingerbread biscuits, 



...make wafers that are part of Christmas eve supper, 



...make Christmas decorations from pieces of the fabric 



and make decorations for the table 



The exhibition of created products 



The chorus Hlások started the last day before Christmas at school  



New project – Why to separate the waste 



Did you know? 

• One vase for flowers can be produced 
from 5 recycled glasses 

• One bicycle can be made from 670 
recycled aluminum tins 

• One McDonalsd‘s produces about 64 
kg wrap waste a day, it is 24 tonnes a 
year. In the world there are app. 25 
000 McDonalds, that means about 6 
million tonnes of rubbish  

• From 2 recycled tetrapacks 1m2 of 
kitchen towels can be made. 



By separating the garbage we keep our environment clean 



We learnt to separate the garbage 

• First we brought  the garbage from our 

households 

• And our teacher prepared containers 

• Then we started to sort plastic, paper, 

metal, glass and the rest 



It was interesting and fun 

• At home we sort also tetrapacks  

     and we‘ve got containers for clothes  

     that might be reused by those in need. 



Lenka, our previous pupil, now the university student at Masaryk University in Brno and  

a Greenpeace volunteer at the same time, came to tell the pupils about some problems relating the 

Earth – water, air and soil pollution, ozone layer, climate changes,  

global warming 



Meeting in Piešťany from 29th February to 4th March 2012 

• We met our partners in Piešťany the second 

time, 

• informed each other about realised project 

activities at schools. 

• consulted the form of our final products: 

the TRIP BOOK and the RECIPE BOOK. 

• We agreed to the date of the last meeting in 

Poio at the first week in June. 



We showed our partners the school, our town.  

At the workshop they could try out how to make a basket from thin willow branches or 

straw...  

 



or decorate the biscuits medovníky and Easter eggs 



We visited the Nuclear power plant in Jaslovské Bohunice, our district town Trnava  

and the capital city Bratislava   



The brown coal mine museum Cígeľ 



...and Bojnice castle with the cave under the castle were on programme the next day.  
 



The last stop in the village Čičmany, where we could see decorated wooden houses and 

through Fačkovské sedlo back.  
Snow was a great attraction for our guests such as the Atlantic ocean was for us. 



Woodwork lesson – pupils made wooden houses, feeders for animals, bird boxes, racks  

and labels 

 



Easter workshop was about how to make Easter postcards and decorations 



Spring is coming, time for cleaning and tidying – we participated in the activity :  

„Gesture for the clean town“ organized by the Town Hall   

 



Old tyres, a car battery, tennis racquet and many other things we picked up from the 

banks and edges of the stream Dubová 

 



The next day younger pupils were cleaning the bank of the river Váh 



We found many things thrown away also on the grass among the blocks of flats near our 

school 



From the bird‘s view our school reminds a letter H  with the atrium in the middle and 

quite big ground around.  



So from spring till autumn (and sometimes also in the winter) we have a lot of work 

outside – to tidy and keep clean all the ground. 



Cooperation with the foresters from Moravany village continues.  

They brought seeds of the trees and pupils planted them 



They also brought work sheets about the seeds in the nature 
 

Now we will wait until the little trees will grow up. 



How the bread is made - project realised in the cooperation with Centrum výskumu 

rastlinnej výroby (the Research Centre of plant breeding in Piešťany) 



The aim of the project: Stop throwing away bread, many people in the world are starving 

• Pupils learnt about the sorts of grain: barley, 

wheat, oats 

• Saw the nucleus under the microscope 

• Learnt about different kinds of flour 

• Tasted various kinds of bread: white bread, 

cereal bread, ... 

• Studied sorts of mould under the microscope 

• Learnt how to store bread to keep it fresh – in 

the linen, not in plastic bags 



The poster shows the other pupils at school the process of production of bread. 



Pupils bring dry bread from their households – it is sent to the farm Borovce for feeding 

the animals 



The Art lesson – creative workshop. Pupils learnt how to decorate Easter eggs by thin 

copper wire under the leadership of a local craftswoman Mrs. Sabová 



                                                                       

Our colleagues participated in an                                                                        

excursion  to Marchegg Austria where 

the largest colony of nesting white storks 

can be seen.   

 

And to the National park Donau Auen 



The Day of the Earth was prepared by the students of  

the High School of Gardening 

 

• Pupils learnt about different                        

kinds of wood, the age of trees 

• And tried to name different  

  kinds of flowers 



They participated in the lecture, could also visit the greenhouse, the garden and play the 

games 



• Art competition the Day of the Earth 

at regional level should encourage the 

pupils to protect the Earth and help to 

improve the quality of the environment 



The EU is interested in EKO we live – interesting event for pupils of the 3rd and 4th grade at the 

cinema about global warming and its threaten for our planet, about how to protect the environment 

and not pollute the nature. At the end pupils participated in a quiz about the EU states 



Fruits and vegetables that I like  
was the name of a painting competition at the local, district and republic level. 

 

       Our pupils´ pictures were  

        awarded at all levels 



 Art lesson at the Ceramic Studio 



Children learnt how to work with the wheel and they prepared not only gifts for our 

partners but also presents for their parents 



Biology lesson – pupils prepared projects about circulation of water in the Earth, 

protected water animals, pollution of water and mineral waters in Slovakia 



Each group presented their project to their classmates 



Recycle, reuse – collecting the paper waste –  
our regular activity at the end of each school year  

 

During the lessons boys usually didn´t have a lot of work 



Mornings were very busy – take the paperwaste out of parents´cars, weigh it, write down 

how many kilos people brought and carry the paper into the container. 

This year we collected 19 033 kg 



Excursion to a manufacture for hand made glass in Valaská Belá 



A craftsman showed the children how to blow out a glass product using tools that were 

used in the past 



Children were allowed to try it out.  



They could admire beautiful products of the glass-blower. 



 

                                                                Pupils made some projects about the work of glass-blowers, 

                                     process of  hand making of glass products,  

                                         about the history of the village Valaská Belá 



Marchegg became our favourite place for school excursions 



Attractive, interesting and interactive way of learning about the nature. 



Children learnt about the animals living in the water 



Science lesson about bees, beekeepers, honey,... 



Children learnt about the life of bees and their queen and about the work of a beekeeper. 

They could  see living bees in a special container, taste fresh honey from honeycomb and 

touch vessels used  by  

a beekeeper 



Physics lesson – pupils made projects about different sources of energy 



Excursion to Atlantis science centre in Bratislava 



Pupils could try out puzzles, find out how physical laws work,  

make sure about chemical  reactions 



The final mobility in Poio-Pontevedra in Spain 6th – 10th June 2012  

We met the mayor, Mr. L. Sobral and Ms. A. Martinez at the Town Hall,  

visited the school  and participated  in the official reception with traditional music and 

dance of Galicia 



Thw last working meeting 

• We met the teachers from Portugal 

who came along with 50 pupils 

• We had the final version of the Recipe 

Book and the Trip Book 

• DVD with the activities 

• We agreed to look for some other 

partners and continue in Comenius 

project 



Together with our partners we went on excursion by boat - we saw Pontevedra estuary, 

farms for producing sea shells and crabs 



In the factory for purifying sea shells we could see the whole process of washing, sorting, 

weighing and packing 



We visited  the old town Pontevedra, Combarro, La Toja island, a beautiful beach „Area 

da Cruz“ – really amazing 



We would like to thank our Comenius partners 

for cooperation 

Project brought us interesting activities, joy, getting to 

know part of Galicia and Portugal and new friends 



Whatever we do to nature, we do to ourselves   

 

                                                                                                               Kurt Heidinger 


